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3/25/19
1. A 3/Goal @ B-9. 4th quarter :03 remaining on a running game clock. Score is A-22 / B-24. Neither
team has any timeouts remaining. QB A12 takes the snap from under center and immediately
spikes the ball to the ground as the game clock goes to 0:00. The Referee announces “please put
one second back on the game clock.” Replay clearly shows the game clock was at 0:00 before the
ball strikes the ground.
Ruling:
2. A 4/9 @ B-21. With :06 remaining in the 2nd quarter. Team A’s field goal attempt is ruled good and
time expires on the play. Replay shows that the ball cleared the cross bar by several yards, but
when it hit the ground there was :01 remaining on the game clock.
Ruling:
3. 1st series, 1st overtime. A 3/6 @ B-16. QB A12 throws a screen pass to A31 who catches the ball
behind the line of scrimmage and runs across the goal to score a touchdown. As he crosses the
goal line A31 throws the ball high into the air and out of the back of the end zone.
Ruling:
4. A 2/10 @ B45. QB A12 throws a pass to receiver A88 who is running towards the goal line. A88
fumbles at the B-10, which is then recovered by B15. After B15 gains possession he is hit and
fumbles which is then recovered by B99 at the B-3. B99’s momentum carries him into the end
zone where he is tackled.
Ruling:
5. A 2/12 @ B-18. Score is A20 – B24. 4th quarter. :15 remaining. No TO for Team A. QB A12 throws a
pass to A39 and he runs to the B-8. Team A rushes to the ball to snap before time expires. Before
Team A snaps the ball B44 is moving quickly and has to go between the lineman A79 and A68
(does not make contact) to get back to the defensive side of the ball. B44 is not in the neutral zone
when the snap occurs. Lineman A79 moves prior to the ball being snapped.
Ruling:
6. A 1/10 @ A-25. QB A12 drops back and completes a pass to A88 at the A-32. A88 runs to the A-41
where he fumbles. Players from both teams attempt to recover the fumble but the officials can’t
determine who has the ball initially (no clear recovery), but eventually award the ball to Team A at
the A-37. During the fumble while the ball was loose the Line Judge blew his whistle. Prior to the
snap Team A had 5 players in the backfield. Team B’s Head Coach wants to challenge the recovery
of the fumble. Video replay does not show clear recovery.
Ruling:
7. A 3/9 @ B-49. QB A12 turns and hands the ball to A24 who runs to the B-39 where he is hit and
fumbles. B99 recovers and runs to the B-48 where he is downed. During A24’s run A81 blocks B55
low at the B-42. During B99’s return B60 blocks QB A12 above the shoulders at the A-45.
Ruling:
8. A 3/6 @ B-42. 2nd quarter 1:41 remaining. Score is A 14 / B14. QB A12 drops back and completes
a pass A83 who is downed at the B-40. A79 held B47 during the down behind the LOS.
Ruling:

